American Historical Romance

Book Description
Seven of todays best romance authors reimagine the holiday
anthology with #OwnVoices celebrations beyond Christmas,
featuring diverse cultures in a variety of settings.
***
Queen Esther, Unmasked by Hallie Alexander
(Gilded Age, New York)
In all her life, Freida Soronsohn had only made one grand mistake—
she jilted her ex before the Purim spiel, leaving her vulnerable to the
acid-tongued yentas and their unsolicited opinions. Felix ‘Six Points’
Ginzburg hasn’t stopped making mistakes since his come up on the
rough streets of Manhattan, and the celebrated prizefighter is ready
for change. But when these two strangers meet on the stage, neither
is prepared for the no holds barred attraction that instantly hooks
them.
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What Others Are Saying
"I loved the range of holidays and people and romances and everything
about this anthology. More please?"
- GoodReads Review
"This anthology really delivered and I'm very excited to have a few more
authors to add to my must-follow list.
- Amazon Review
"The arc of this one is both sweet and sizzly ... and ultimately a feelgood that I enjoyed whole-heartedly."
- GoodReads Review
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Freida made one grand mistake—jilting her ex
before the Purim spiel. Prizefighter Felix has never
stopped making mistakes, which got him on the
stage beside her. Will their no holds barred attraction
be another mistake?

Hallie Alexander
Hallie Alexander’s debut,
A Widow’s Guide to
Scandal, published in
2020, was a finalist in
the 2021 RONE contest,
2019 Cleveland Rocks
Romance Contest. She
contributed a short story
in the Love All Year: A
Holidays Anthology which was
a semi-finalist in the Swoon Awards. Her
historical romances are set in America. Expect
lush history, humor and hijinks, lots of kissing,
and of course, a fraying in the fabric of the
patriarchy. Hallie is a Northerner living in the
South with her husband, three children, and
Doodles of Mayhem™, Bruno and Willow.

